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How to Create a Fabulous Speaker Sheet (also called a one-sheet) 

Your Speaker Sheet is much more than a list of the speeches you can give.  It is an extension of 
your brand, and often the first thing that potential clients will see.  You want it to be exciting, 
professional-looking and memorable.  
 
This is where it pays to hire a graphic designer.  Most of us are too close to our own material 
to be objective.  You need a fresh set of eyes to work on it. Designers are trained in branding, 
visual communication, typography, contrast, layout, the psychology of color, scale, spacing and 
much more. The right graphic designer could be one of the most valuable people on your 
business success team. 
However, don’t let yourself procrastinate by looking for a good designer.  Make sure you have 
something to send, and hire a designer to make it look exciting and part of your brand. 
 
There are as many formats for Speaker Sheets as there are speakers.  However, the good ones 
all have the same points: 
 
Your name 

Your picture:  Be sure that you have a professional-looking photo that reflects the image your 
ideal clients want.  You are the product, so your photo should send a message to the audience 
you wish to attract.  If you are looking for corporate gigs, you should be dressed in business 
attire.  If your ideal clients are holistic practitioners, then a suit will scare them. 

An action picture of you on stage can be as good as a posed head shot.  It depends on who you 
are trying to attract.  Most importantly, you should look friendly, fun and approachable.   

Your subject: An overview of what you speak about, including bullet points for the benefits you 
provide.  What makes you unique?  If they only glace at your sheet, be sure that your subject is 
near the top and easy to read. 

Catchy titles for presentations or workshops you offer:  List your top presentations, with bullet 
points about the benefits the audience will get.  Include the duration (30 minutes, half- day, full 
day, all weekend.)  Do you do trainings?  Keynote addresses?  Workshops?   If you customize 
your presentations for a particular audience, mention that. 

Your contact info:  Make it easy for them to book you by listing phone, email and website in a 
large, legible font. 
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A short bio:  Why should we listen to YOU on this subject?  What qualifies you as an expert?  
List your credits, including where else you have spoken, TV or radio appearances, books 
published, and so forth. 

Testimonials:  List rave reviews from audience members or clients.  Include recommendations 
from those who have hired you.  Think about who you want to attract, and use testimonials from 
people like them.  You can also include a list of past clients – the bigger the names, the better.  
When you ask for testimonials, write the sort of thing that you would ideally like to get and send 
it to your contact, as a suggestion.  They might just use your words verbatim. 

You will need a color PDF version for emailing.  Be sure to make something legible and easy to 
read.  Avoid fonts that are too fancy.   

See the following pages for some examples of good speaker sheets.  Many are by the brilliant 
designer, Tammy Tribble of Mimetic Designs.  She has been part of the creation of this 
document.  I would work with her any time! 
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